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Wire sculptures are objects sculpted by the use of wires. In this article, we propose practical methods to create
3D virtual wire sculptural art from a given 3D model. In contrast, most of the previous 3D wire art results are
reconstructed from input 2D wire art images. Artists usually tend to design their wire art with a single wire
if possible. If not possible, they try to create it with the least number of wires. To follow this general design
trend, our proposed method generates 3D virtual wire art with the minimum number of continuous wire
lines. To achieve this goal, we first adopt a greedy approach to extract important edges of a given 3D model.
These extracted important edges become the basis for the subsequent lines to roughly represent the shape of
the input model. Then, we connect them with the minimum number of continuous wire lines by the order
obtained by optimally solving a traveling salesman problem with some constraints. Finally, we smooth the
obtained 3D wires to simulate the real 3D wire results by artists. In addition, we also provide a user interface
to control the winding of wires by their design preference. Finally, we experimentally show our 3D virtual
wire results and evaluate these created results. As a result, the proposed method is computed effectively and
interactively, and results are appealing and comparable to real 3D wire art work.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Compact, abstract 3D shape representations are visually more appealing and interesting than the
original models, which seem to be visually cluttered. 3D wire as sculpture is an interesting art
created by the artist using wire lines. Selecting suitable and a small number of wire lines can show
visually significant parts of a 3D object. For instance, we show similar wire sculptural art forms of
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Fig. 1. The images are created by using our method in the wire sculptural art form of Theodore Huckins.

the artist Theodore Huckins that are created by our method. Intuitively, Figure 1(a) is easier to be
recognized as a rabbit than Figure 1(b). In general, the artists’ results are always view dependent.
Wire art has been applied to many applications such as furniture design, wire-wrapped jewelry,
and wire sculptural art. Usually, the artists require a time-consuming manual procedure to design
and adjust their wire sculptural art. Without expert experience and their time-consuming manual
beautification, their wire sculptural results may consist of too many short wires, and thus it easily
lacks appealing results. In this article, our goal is to design a 3D virtual wire sculpture with a
smaller number of wires and without too time-consuming a manual design and computational
time. In this article, we introduce a novel methodology for abstracting three-dimensional shapes
using a smaller number of wires. Our results are easily and efficiently created and comparable
to arts’ design results. In contrast to our work, most of 3D wire art work is based on surface
reconstruction of 2D wire art input images [8, 13, 20]. We propose a different way to create wire
art from 3D models. We experimentally show our 3D virtual wire results and evaluate these created
results. Our proposed method is computed effectively and interactively, and results are attractive
and similar to real 3D wire art work.
In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:
• We create an automatic system to create 3D virtual wire sculpture art for a given 3D model
by extracting its edge segments and capable of efficiently creating appealing 3D virtual wire
art.
• Motivated by artists’ design goal, we propose a traveling salesman optimization with some
constraints to find the minimum number of wire lines for creating our 3D virtual wire
sculpture.
• We optimally smooth wire lines to make results more appealing and similar to real 3D wire
art.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the related works to create 2D/3D line representation from images
and 3D models.
Orzan et al. [17] proposed a vector-based diffusion curve method to draw a smooth-shaded image allowing vector-based primitives, key-frame animation and stylization, and so forth. Wong and
Takahashi [21] introduced a method for automatically generating continuous line illustrations, and
drawings consisting of a single line, from a given input image. This approach can generate different amounts of details drawn in their line illustrations, particularly usefully maintaining important
features while simplifying the overall illustration of the input image.
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Using spatial curves, Li et al. [11] proposed a method for reconstructing the fine and thin structure of an object. In this paper, Li et al. [11] demonstrated that leveraging spatial curves can dramatically improve the thin structure reconstruction. They proposed a complete solution using spatial
curves for surface reconstruction. Liu et al. [13] presented an image-based method to reconstruct
wire objects from a few input images, and their reconstructions faithfully capture both 3D geometry and the topology of the wires. Later, Suzuki et al. [20] introduced a method for the generation
of multi-view wire art by providing two line drawings and showed that a connected multi-view
wire art always exists if each of the line drawings is connected and they have the same height. Recently, Hsiao et al. [8] presented a computational framework for automatic creation of multi-view
3D wire sculpture. Their system takes two or three user-specified line drawings and the associated
viewpoints as inputs. These three methods are based on 2D wire art images and reconstruct single
[13] or multi-view 3D wire sculptures [8, 20]. In contrast to their purpose, our method focuses on
generating 3D virtual wire art models based on 3D input models rather than 3D reconstructions
from 2D images [8, 13, 20]. Our approach generates 3D virtual wire art with the minimum number
of continuous and smooth 3D wire lines to simulate the real 3D wire results by artists.
Mehra et al. [14] proposed a novel method for abstracting 3D models using characteristic curves
or contours as building blocks for the abstraction. Gal et al. [6] introduced iWIRES, a novel approach based on the argument that man-made models can be distilled using a few special 1D wires
and their mutual relations. Their final shape of the object is determined by using the deformed wire
scaffolding. Nealen et al. [16] presented a system for designing free-form surfaces with a collection
of 3D curves. Wu et al. [22] presented a method to print arbitrary meshes on a 5DOF wireframe
printer. Cohen-Steiner et al. [2] proposed a new strategy for the design of succinct and efficient
shape approximations, and their approach is entirely error driven and uses a novel discrete, variational method without resorting to any estimation of differential quantities or parameterization.
There is also some related research concentrated on modeling and fabricating the wire sculptures of a specific form. Iarussi et al. [9] proposed a framework to help the creation of wire-wrapped
jewelry. Miguel et al. [15] designed a computer-aided tool to facilitate converting a 3D model into
a stable, self-supporting wire sculpture. Zehnder et al. [23] developed a computational design tool,
aiming at the fabrication of ornamental curve networks defined on the 3D surfaces. Given an input
3D wire abstraction, Lira et al. [12] presented a fully automatic method that finds a small number
of machine fabricable wires with minimal overlap to reproduce a wire sculpture design as a 3D
shape abstraction. They considered non-planar wires, which can be fabricated by a wire bending
machine, to enable efficient construction of complex 3D sculptures. Our work also belongs to this
category [9, 12, 15, 23] of 3D wire art design and modeling but applies a fundamentally different
design goal and approach. Our approach does not require either input 3D wire model or 2D wire
images.
The other relative work to our research is the mesh segmentation techniques [18, 19], but our
work/goal is quite different on the extracted consistent boundary segments. The mesh segmentation techniques [18, 19] always segment a mesh into several semantic components. In such components, they do not consider the connectivity between boundaries, while our goal is to generate
a single or minimal number of continuous line(s) on the surface to represent the original surface.
The other similar work consists of view- and scale-independent ridge-valley line techniques [4],
but this approach usually generates too many lines, which is contrary to our design goal, i.e., create
a single continuous line to present our wire art work.
3

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 2, we present our system that allows users to create appealing 3D virtual wire
art efficiently with a smaller number of wire lines. Given a 3D model, we first automatically extract
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Fig. 2. Our system overview.

its visually important edge segments to users. Optionally, we allow users to select some extra edges
according to their personal interests. Then, we apply a traveling salesman optimization with some
constraints to find the minimum number of wire lines for creating our 3D virtual wire sculpture.
Finally, we smooth wire lines to make it more appealing.
Preprocessing. Our preprocessing remeshes each given 3D model in order to avoid the appearance of narrow triangles on the mesh. In our first step, we will directly extract the edges of the
triangles as a rough wire. If the sizes or shapes of the triangles are very different, i.e., irregular,
it may cause the extracted rough lines to be extremely uneven. Therefore, the results may be not
as expected. To alleviate this issue, we adopt the method proposed by Botsch and Kobbelt [1] to
remesh the input model with the same number of triangles as the original model. If the sizes and
shapes of the triangles on the input model are the same (or similar), we do not have to do this preprocessing. This remeshing work can be done by any other available remeshing work1 if necessary.
This preprocessing is not the focus of our work in this article.
4 WIRE CONSTRUCTION AND SMOOTHING
4.1 Extraction of Edge Segments
Inspired by Garland and Heckbert [7], we adopt a greedy approach to extract the important edges
of a given 3D mesh. These extracted important edges will become the basis for the subsequent
lines. In our article, we use the term “edge segment” to mention such extracted edges. Our goal is
to remove the less important edges of the input mesh. These removed edges are usually located in
smoother areas of the mesh, and the remaining edges are more important, i.e., such as sharp edges.
With the aim to preserve the shape of the model when we remove edges, in this manner, we create
a rough 3D wire model for a given 3D mesh. We will describe how to measure importance later in
Equation (1).
In the above manner, our basic idea is to merge two neighboring and smooth regions, remove
the common edges between two neighboring faces during the merging process, and retain the
more important edges. As shown in the example in Figure 3(a), S 1 and S 2 are two neighboring
triangles to be merged. We calculate a fitting plane and then measure the smoothness between the
fitting plane and the triangles to determine whether to merge them or not. If S 1 and S 2 are merged,
1 https://www.meshlab.net/.
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Fig. 3. The merging of two triangles S 1 and S 2 to S 1 by [7].

their common edges will be removed. The new result is shown in Figure 3(b), where S 1 is the edge
segment set after the merging of two triangles S 1 and S 2 .
In addition to the above extraction of edge segments, we also want to retain the feature vertices,
i.e., critical points, on our designed 3D wire art. For this purpose, we apply the method of Zhou
and Huang [24] to find critical points of our input 3D model. In the process of extracting the edge
segments, we make sure that these critical points are located on some extracted edge segments.
Next, we generate n sets {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , Sn } on the mesh, where n is the number of triangles in the
original model or the number of triangles after remeshing on the original model. At first, each set
Si contains only one corresponding triangle Ti . We refer to the two adjacent sets Si and S j as a
pair, and then find all the vertices Vb on the boundary of the region formed by all the triangles
in these two sets. With these boundary vertices we calculate a fitting plane P f by Emil [5] and
then measure the differences between all triangles in (Si , S j ) and P f . We treat the differences as
the cost Ci, j of merging Si with S j . Whenever a pair of sets is merged into one set, the common
edges between the two sets are removed. The cost Ci, j is computed as follows.
Given a pair of sets, we define T as all the triangles in this pair, i.e., T = {T1 ,T2 , . . . ,Tt }, where t
is the number of triangles in T. In this merged region of T, we find all the vertices Vb at the outer
boundary of this merged region. Then, we use these boundary vertices as input to calculate the
fitting plane by using Emil [5]. There are exactly two directions perpendicular to this fitting plane,
and we select the one with more similar direction to average normal vectors of all triangles in T.
Then, we use Equation (1) to compute a cost C to measure the smoothness of this merged region:
C=

t

Ai 
(a f − ai ) 2 + (bf − bi ) 2 + (c f − c i ) 2 + (d f − di ) 2 ,
A
i=1 sum

(1)

where Ai is the area of triangle Ti ; Asum is the total area sum of all triangles in T; a f , bf , c f , d f are
the coefficients of the fitting plane; and ai , bi , c i , di are the coefficients of the triangle Ti . Before
computing C, we need to normalize all plane equations. If the cost C is small, it means the merged
region is smooth and vice versa.
We sequentially remove these common edges of the pair according to the cost C from small to
large until the retaining sets meet the user-specified number. In the process of merging pairs, we
will also set some extra constraints to ensure that there will be extracted edges at these critical
points, and all edge segments will be connected. In addition, we also provide a user interface to
allow the user to draw some edges in advance where they wish to extract. In this manner, if the
common edges between the merged sets contain user-specified edges, we do not merge this pair.
Therefore, the user-specified edges can be retained.
Our algorithm extracts the edges from input mesh by iteratively merging two neighboring regions, which are two sets of triangles sharing some triangle edges, and removing the shared edges
of these two regions from the mesh. We call these two regions “a pair of sets.” On this bottom-up
merging strategy, our merging execution is repeated until the retaining number of sets reaches the
user-specified number or meets all of the constraints. We will describe these constraints in detail
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 18, No. 2, Article 51. Publication date: February 2022.
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Fig. 4. (a) Critical vertices (red: local extrema, green: saddle vertices, gray: regular vertices). (b) Feature constraints selected from Zhou and Huang [24] and user specified. (c) These extracted edges cannot capture the
features of the model without feature constraints (2).

Fig. 5. (a) The shared edges between S 1 and S 2 contain a user-specified edge. (b) A critical point is on the
shared edges between S 1 and S 2 .

in a later section. In preprocessing, we remesh the input model into a regular mesh if necessary. If
the model is a regular mesh, we can remove the shared edge or edges from the neighboring pair
of sets starting from the smooth ones to the undulating ones to obtain better-extracted edges. Our
algorithm can be summarized as the following steps:
• Step 1: Find the critical points (see an example in Figure 4(a)) on the mesh by Zhou and
Huang [24].
• Step 2: Place each triangle Ti in the corresponding set Si and find all adjacent sets to make
them a pair.
• Step 3: Find the boundary vertices Vb in each pair of sets, thereby obtaining the fitting plane
P f by [5] and then calculate the cost C (i.e., by Equation (1)) of merging the pair.
• Step 4: Put all pairs of sets into a heap in order of small to large.
• Step 5: Take the pair with smallest cost C out of the heap and determine if the pair can be
merged, and if so, the pair is merged and the common edges of the pair are removed from
the mesh.
• Step 6: Update the cost of the set that is adjacent to the set in step 5, while also updating its
ordering in the heap. Then returning to step 5, the execution is repeated until the retaining
number of sets reaches the user-specified number.
Note that the above merging processing is based on relative cost C on a heap, which is in increasing order.
Constraints for the merging of pairs. In the process of merging pairs, we do not execute the
merging if one of the following conditions is met:
(1) The shared edges contain user-specified edges. As shown in Figure 5(a), S 1 and S 2 are the
sets to be merged and their shared edges contain a user-specified edge. If they are merged,
the user-specified edge is removed. In order to keep it, we do not merge this pair.
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 18, No. 2, Article 51. Publication date: February 2022.
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Fig. 6. The combination of S 2 and S 3 with discontinuous shared edges. This will separate the extracted edges.
(a) The shared edges between S 2 and S 3 are not continuous. (b) S 2 is the combined set of S 2 and S 3 .

Fig. 7. The result without the constraint (3). The extracted edges are disconnected.

(2) A critical point is on the shared edges. As shown in Figure 5(b), S 1 and S 2 are the sets to be
combined and there is a critical point on their shared edges. If they are combined, there is no
other retained edge connected to this critical point. In order for the extracted edge segments
to pass through the critical points and retain the object features, we do not combine this pair.
Without this constraint, the bad result of extracted edge segments is shown in Figure 4(c).
(3) The shared edges of the pair are discontinuous. As shown in Figure 6(a), S 2 and S 3
are the sets to be merged, but their shared edges (bold edges) are discontinuous. If they are
merged, the edges of S 1 and edges of merged set S 2 are disconnected, as shown in Figure 6(b).
However, we want the resulting edge segments to be connected. Thus, we do not merge this
pair in this case. Without this constraint, the result of extracted edge segments is shown in
Figure 7(b).
(4) Adjacent vertices of the sets are not on the shared edges. As shown in Figure 8(a), S 3
and S 4 are the sets to be merged. Among the triangle vertices contained in the sets, there are
three vertices V1 , V2 , and Vb at the intersection of the sets, where V1 and V2 are on the shared
edges, but Vb is not. In this case, if we combine S 3 with S 4 , this yields the result as shown in
Figure 8(b), where S 3 is the merged set of S 3 and S 4 . If we then merge S 2 with S 3 , the result of
edge separation will occur, as shown in Figure 8(c), where S 2 is the merged set of S 2 and S 3 .
To avoid this phenomenon, we do not recommend to merge S 3 with S 4 in advance. Without
this constraint, the result of extracted edge segments is shown in Figure 9.
Using these two constraints (3) and (4), the main purpose is to make sure extracted edges are connected. However, for example, in both Figures 7(b) and 9(b), the extracted edges are disconnected
if we do not have (3) and (4) constraints in these two examples.
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Fig. 8. The merging of S 3 and S 4 with shared vertex Vb not on the merged edge. This could also separate the
extracted edges. (a) V1 , V2 , and Vb are all the merged vertices between S 3 and S 4 . (b) The result of merging
S 3 and S 4 . S 3 is the merged set. (c) After merging of S 2 and S 3 . S 2 is the merged set.

Fig. 9. Without this constraint (4), the extracted edges can be disconnected.

Fig. 10. Four edge segments (in different grayscale color) are separated at the intersection.

4.2 Extraction of Edge Segments
After performing the combination of the sets and removing the edges on the smoothed regions,
the retaining edges are called extracted edges. We want to merge successive extracted edges into
a single line segment. If there are intersections between the segments, then the edges that are
adjacent to the intersections belong to different segments, as shown in Figure 10. We call them
edge segments. Figure 11 is an example of the extraction of edge segments. There are 16 critical
points, three retained sets, and three extracted edge segments. We will use these edge segments to
create wire lines in later steps.
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Fig. 11. An example of extracted edge segments. The result keeps the shape of the original model. Note that
all critical points (in red) are located on extracted edges. (a) The result has three retained sets of triangles.
(b) Another view of retained sets. (c) The result has three extracted edge segments. (d) Another view of
extracted edge segments.

5

WIRE COMPOSITION

Liu et al. [13] proposed a method of connecting 3D line segments to minimize the number of lines.
To achieve this, they solved a multiple traveling salesman problem (mTSP) to determine how
the lines are connected. That is, the closer the lines are, the higher the probability of connection
is. Since Liu et al. [13] treat the line segments as nodes to calculate the costs and then connect
them, the resulting lines may not be continuous. In their work, the pair-wise cost between two
line segments si , s j is formulated as
ei, j = d (si , s j ) + μ ∗ Γ,

(2)

where d (.) denotes the distance in 3D between the closest endpoints of two line segments, and
Γ is calculated as (1 + cosα )/2; i.e., α is the angle between the tangent directions of these closest
endpoints on two line segments. The larger the angle between the line segments is, the smaller
the cost is.
We depict their method in Figure 12(a). In this example, the line segments are labeled from 1 to
15. Assuming we start from segment 1, there are four candidates we take into account. They are the
line segments 2, 12, 14, and 15. Accordingly, the distance from segment 1 to these four segments is
calculated by Equation (2). The next segment is the one that has the smallest cost in such defined
distances. In this case, the distance term of segments 2, 12, 14, and 15 is zero because their endpoints
are directly connected to segment 1. If we calculate the angle term, we can clearly figure out that
the angle term (α = 180◦ ) between segment 1 and segment 2 is the least because the larger the
angle between the line segments is, the smaller the cost is. After tracing this calculation, we can
see that the ending points of line segments are overlapped when we get to segment 4, as shown in
the red circle of Figure 12(a). This phenomenon produces a non-continuous line. Therefore, there
is another wire needed for connection. Finally, the result of Liu’s method, as shown in Figure 12(b),
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 18, No. 2, Article 51. Publication date: February 2022.
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needs five wires to connect a star. In contrast, our method (described later) just needs a wire to
create a star in Figures 12(d) from 12(c). Note that in Figures 12(a) and 12(c), the number in each
segment indicates the order of connection sequence after mTSP.
ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm of our mTSP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

Input: Set of 3D line segments Copt = {Ct }
Collect endpoints (Pi ) of each Ct ;
/* Each Ct consists of two endpoints */
Popt = {Pi };
V ← Popt , E ← {w i, j };
Construct graph G = (V, E);
V0 ←dummy node;
for each path pk do
V k = {Vtk };
/* Set of nodes that are visited in path pk */
V0k ← V0 ;
/* Starting a path with dummy node */
V1k ← Vi ;
/* Vi is randomly selected in V */
while Vc  V0 do
/* Vc is the last visited node */
for each node Vj ∈ G(V − V k ) do
if Vj is on the same segment with Vc then
Add Vj to V k ;
Vc ← Vj ;
else
Calculate cost from Vj to the nodes on G(V − V k ) by Equation (2);
end if
end for
Find the node (Vmin ) that has the smallest cost to Vj on G(V − V k );
Add Vmin to V k ;
end while
end for
Find minimum number of paths by solving Equation (3) associated with the constraints in
Equations (4) to (10);
Output: minimum number of paths.

Basic concept. Motivated by the aforementioned limitation in Liu et al. [13], our proposed
method improves mTSP to connect line segments in space. In contrast to Liu’s algorithm, we use
the ending points of the line segments as the nodes in the directed graph. Besides, we constrain
these two nodes on the same line segment to have edge connected in the graph. This constraint
represents the existence of the existing line segments at both ending points. In this way, all the
connections between the segments can be considered, rather than only the nearest ending points.
In Figure 13, our varied mTSP only requires a single wire (Figure 13(c)), and Liu’s method requires
two wires (Figure 13(a)) in this example. As shown in Figure 13(d), there are three segments. Each
of them composes of a pair of points (Pi,1 , Pi,2 ), i = 1 . . . 3. We consider these points as the nodes
of the graph and constrain each of the two nodes on the same segment to have one edge connected. By using the optimized path to connect the ending points, we can get a continuous line (in
Figure 13(c)).
Later, in Section 7, we will show our comparison with Liu et al. [13] for wire composition in
Figure 22. The results show that two methods create similar wire art, but our method requires a
smaller number of wires.
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 18, No. 2, Article 51. Publication date: February 2022.
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Fig. 12. (a), (c) The different colors of line segments denote the number of line segments to be connected
and the numbers on the figure denote the connecting sequence. (b) The result of Liu’s method using five
different wires (i.e., with five different colors) to connect a star. (d) The result of our method using one wire
to connect a star, i.e., needs a single blue color wire.

Method development and implementation. Given a set of 3D line segments Copt = {Ct }, t =
1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the number of segments, we can obtain a set including the endpoints of all
segments Popt = {Pi }, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2n, where the two endpoints of Ct are P2t −1 and P2t . We use Popt
to create a direct graph G = (V, E), where each node Vi ∈ V represents an endpoint Pi . We also
define a dummy starting node V0 as the starting and ending node of each path. To find a path in
the graph G, we initially select a random node in V. Since each node in the graph is an endpoint
of a certain segment, we define the next visited node by two theories: (1) by the node that is on
the same segment with the last visited node (Vc ) or (2) by the node that has the smallest cost from
Vc among those of the nodes on the graph. By chasing this procedure, a set of visited nodes in
a path is defined. The mTSP is yielded by solving an optimization function. We summarized this
procedure in Algorithm 1. Besides, to make our results better, we design the additional constraints
that are explained later in this section.
In the completed graph G, the value of each directed edge ei, j ∈ E (from Vi to Vj ) is assigned by
a cost w i, j . Such a cost w i, j is used to evaluate the pairwise relations between pairwise segments
that Vi , Vj belong to. To calculate this cost, we adopt the pairwise cost by Liu et al. [13], which was
mentioned earlier in Equation (2).
The costs of directed edges are symmetrical, that is, w i, j = w j,i . Our goal is to find k paths in
the directed graph G; each path starts and ends at V0 and node Vi (i > 0) is included in exactly one
of the paths. Each path consists of the directed edges it passed through, and we assign the directed
edge ei, j ∈ E a binary variable x i, j . x i, j = 1 means that ei, j is included in a path, and x i, j = 0 is
the opposite. In addition, we assign each node Vi ∈ V an integer variable ui ∈ N to indicate the
order in which Vi is accessed in the path, while u 0 = 0 corresponds to the dummy starting node V0 .
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 18, No. 2, Article 51. Publication date: February 2022.
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Fig. 13. (a) The nearest ending points between (C 1 , C 3 ) and (C 2 , C 3 ) are the same, resulting in non-continuous
lines. (b) The two ending points Pi,1 , Pi,2 on line segment Ci are the nodes of the directed graph. (c) The lines
connected by our method are guaranteed to be continuous. (d) The directed graph by using the ending points
as the nodes. The double-headed arrow in the figure indicates that the two ending points Pi,1 , Pi,2 on the
same line segment Ci must be connected; the black node is the dummy starting node. (e) The path computed
by our method. Notice that both Pi,1 , Pi,2 have connected edges.

Our objective function is the same as that of Liu et al. [13] (see more detail in [13]). However, to
ensure that the least number of lines is obtained, we set the extra constraint ξ as max w i, j , leaving
the variable k to minimum in our experiments. The following optimization function is to calculate
mTSP:

{k∗, x∗i, j } := arдmink,xi, j
x i, j w i, j + ξk,
(3)
i, j

where k is the minimum number of paths, i.e., namely, the number of connected lines. The constant
ξ will affect the number of lines. If ξ is larger, k will be smaller, and vice versa. In their experiment,
ξ = 1/10t h of the maximum edge cost and x i, j is a binary variable. x x, j = 1 means that the node i
to node j is included in one of the paths, and x i, j = 0 otherwise. w i, j is the cost of node i to node
j. In addition, the following constraints are used to associate with mTSP to solve Equation (3).
Constraints of mTSP. We use the same constraints in Liu et al. [13] to solve Equation (3). To
ensure that each node Vi (i > 0) is visited exactly once, one of the incoming and outgoing edges of
a node needs to be selected:


∀i > 0 :
x j,i = 1, ∀i > 0 :
x i, j = 1.
(4)
j,ii

j, ji

Each of the k paths is required to start and end at a dummy node V0 :


x j,0 = k,
x 0, j = k.
j, j >0

(5)

j, j >0

In order to avoid paths composed of disconnected cycles, we follow Liu et al. [13] and set up
below some sub-tour elimination constraints (i.e., Equations (6) and (8)) as proposed by Kara and
Bektas [10]):
ui + (L − 2)x 0,i − x i,0 ≤ L − 1, ∀i > 0,
(6)
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Fig. 14. The result of wire composition. (a) The three edge segments (in different colors) extracted in the
previous step. (b) Another view of the edge segments. (c) After wire composition, only a single continuously
rough wire is obtained. We use the red-green-blue gradient color to represent the detour of the wire. (d)
Another viewpoint of the rough wire.

ui + x 0,i ≥ 2, ∀i > 0,

(7)

ui − u j + Lx i, j + (L − 2)x j,i ≤ L − 1, ∀i, j > 0, i  j,

(8)

where L is the maximum number of visited nodes in a path, i.e., 2n + 1. The inequalities (6) and (7)
constrain the upper and lower bounds of the number of nodes visited by each path. The inequality
(8) ensures that u j = ui + 1 ≡ x i, j = 1.
In addition, we set up two additional constraints (Equations (9) and (10)) in our design. First, to
ensure that the two endpoints of the same line segment are connected, one of the directed edges
between the endpoints must be selected.
x i, j + x j,i = 1, for node vi , v j on the same segment.

(9)

Since the edge segments generated in the previous step are all adjacent to each other and we only
want to connect adjacent segments, we must ensure that non-adjacent segments are not connected.
Second, we set another constraint as follows:
x i, j + x j,i = 0, for disconnected Pi , P j .

(10)

We use the CPLEX Optimizer [3] to calculate the objective function (3), a binary integer optimization problem, and use the above constraints to solve the problem. Finally, we get k continuous
lines W = {W1 , . . . ,Wk }; i.e., k is the minimum number of paths optimized from Equation (3) to
calculate mTSP, which we call “rough wires.” These rough wires will be used to generate the final
result. Figure 14 is the result of wire composition.
6 WIRE ART SMOOTHING AND CREATION
Since the rough wires produced in the previous step are made up of edges on the mesh, the wires
may look very uneven. Therefore, we want to smooth the wires while preserving the overall shape
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Fig. 15. The vertices vi of the rough wire (gray) and the ones vi of the smoothed wire (black).

of the wires. We solve an optimization problem that uses an iterative approach to adjust the position of the vertices on the wires. As shown in Figure 15, the gray wire is the original rough wire.
We adjust the position of the vertex vi on the wire and calculate the corresponding new vertex vi
to form a smoother black wire for each rough wire:
arдminvi

n


(vi − vi−1 ) − (vi−1 − vi−2 )

i=3

2

+α

n


vi − v 2 ,
i

(11)

i−1

where n is the number of vertices on the wire. The first term in the function is to make the vectors
between the neighbor edges on the wire the same as possible, to achieve the purpose of smoothing
the wire. The first term of Equation (11) is a kind of Laplacian energy for the polyline, which is
used in geometry processing for smoothing. The second term is to hope that the newly calculated
vertices on the wire are as close as possible to the original one to retain the overall shape of
the wire. α is a constant that measures the relative importance of these two terms, and in our
experiment α = 1.0. In addition, in order to preserve the features on the wire, we have the following
constraints:
(12)
vi = vi for each critical point vi .
The purpose of this constraint is not to change the position of the critical points so that the wire
can keep the features of the original model. We will iteratively calculate Equation (11), constantly
changing the position of the wire vertices until the difference ratio between the function value of
the current iteration and that of the previous iteration is less than the threshold s or it reaches
the maximum iteration number t. In our experiment, s = 0.5, t = 3, and the user can adjust these
two parameters based on the generated results. We also use the CPLEX Optimizer to solve this
optimization problem. Figure 16 is an example of a smoothing wire. In Figure 17, we show the
comparison of the results with different α values and experimentally find that α = 1.0 can have
smooth wires without creating overlaps or intersections in our examples.
In order to make the results look like real wire art, as shown in Figure 18, we can also optionally
use sphere, cylinder, and torus to construct wires: (1) sphere: constructs the vertices of the wire,
(2) cylinder: constructs the edges of the wire, and (3) torus: constructs the intersection between
wires. Figure 19(a) shows an example. Our purpose is to use the torus to imitate the twisting effect
by the real wire art. See an example in Figure 19(b). We follow the artists’ rule to only create the
torus at the beginning and the end of a wire. In addition, in our design, if there are two wires
crossing each other, there is no torus on the intersection point because it is not the beginning or
the end of the wire. For this case, in our design, they directly cross each other like the artist’s
design (see Figure 19(c)) without any twisting connection.
7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Implementation Environment. In the extraction of edge segments, we implement the algorithm
in C++. In the wire composition and smoothing part, we use the CPLEX Optimizer (version 12.63)
to solve the optimization problem. All results are generated on the same computer with Intel i76700 CPU (3.40GHz), 24G RAM, and we will show the performance of the program in the following
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Fig. 16. An example of a smoothing wire. (a) Rough wire from previous step. Gradient color indicates the
order of the detour. (b) Another view of the rough wire. (c) Smoothed wire after one iteration. (d) Another
view of the smoothed wire.

Fig. 17. The comparison of the results with different α values. (a) Rough wire. (b) Smoothed wire with α = 0.5.
(c) Smoothed wire with α = 1.0. (d) Smoothed wire with α = 2.0.
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Fig. 18. The three kinds of surfaces used to construct the wire.

Fig. 19. Construction of the wire model; the final output of our pipeline (c).

section. All parameters are set the same for all our experiments. See the supplementary video for
our results at http://graphics.csie.ncku.edu.tw/3D_Wire.
Automatically Generated Results. In this section, we present 10 auto-generated results. We
compare two results with the results with user-specified edges to prove that our method allows
the user to produce a variety of results. Tables 1 and 2 show statistics for extracting edge segments.
The more triangles of the model, the more iterations of pair combinations and the more execution
time are needed to check the constraints. Tables 3 and 4 show statistics for wire composition and
how many wire lines are generated for each model. As shown in the table, the number of connected
wires is extremely concise. The higher the number of edge segments, the longer the execution time
will be. With user-specified lines, we can increase the number of wires as shown, for example, in
11-Fertility and 12-Elephant. This is because we add more wire lines from our segmentation to
increase wires to match user desire.
Currently, the computational timing is limited on edge segment extraction, and this cost is related to how many polygons are processed in our system. The timing cost of the wire smoothing
(Tables 5 and 6) for our generated results is very fast, i.e., less than 0.104 second for all examples
in our experimental results.
In this article, our goal is to achieve artist-style wire art with a single wire if possible. If not
possible, we try to create it with the least number of wires as possible. As mentioned in Figure 1,
similar to this artist work, our method cannot guarantee good perception at all views of created
results. For example, for the results of model 1-Raptor in Figure 20(d), the 1-Raptor result cannot be easily viewed/recognized because it does not contain details in this view; i.e., details are
not preserved from our extraction of edge segments. Therefore, similar to this artist work, our
method creates view-dependent results; i.e., better viewing results are not at all viewing directions.
Figure 20(c) also shows 1-Raptor’s rendering result. This viewing also does not see its details well.
In fact, our Figure 20(d) also looks similar to Figure 20(c). See our supplementary results, where
we show more different views of created wire results. As a result, we can see most of the views
are still model-recognized and only in some specific views is it not easy to recognize them. On
the other hand, if we want our wire art visible at all views, i.e., view independent, we might do
simplification for mesh view-independent and global silhouette preservation and so forth. But, this
way may not create artist-style wire results, and it also cannot always create a single wire for an
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Fig. 20. Comparison between original model and our wire results. Distance error D (a, b) = 0.000236924 and
D (c, d ) = 0.00131612. Note we will define distance error in Equation (13) later.
Table 1. Statistics of Extraction of the Edge Segments for the
Automatically Generated Results

Model
#Triangles #Edge Segments Duration (sec)
1-Raptor
2,500
3
1.666
2-Shark
2,500
8
1.374
3-Butterfly
2,500
3
1.360
4-Rabbit
4,000
6
3.197
5-Deer Head
10,000
3
19.707
6-Scorpion
5,000
3
5.196
7-Stork
10,000
2
19.79
8-Chair
10,000
17
19.94
9-Fertility
3,000
29
2.393
10-Elephant
3,000
23
2.047
Table 2. Statistics of Extraction of the Edge Segments for the Results
with User-specified Edges

Model
#Triangles
11-Fertility
3,000
12-Elephant
3,000

#Edge Segments
38
44

Duration (sec)
2.156
1.979

object. Furthermore, it is impossible to easily recognize all views (see Figures 20(c) and 20(d)) even
though we see original 3D models.
In the part of the wire composition, we also implement the method of Liu et al. [13] and compare
the generated results by our method. The method of Liu et al. [13] may connect the same endpoint
of the edge segment to other different edge segments. In order to avoid this discontinuity, when
this happens, we disconnect the edge segments. Figure 21 is an example of the disconnection of
the edge segments. In most cases, our improved method yields a smaller number of wires. In this
example, assume that the connection order of the edge segments calculated by mTSP is 1-2-3, in
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Table 3. Statistics of the Wire Composition for the Automatically
Generated Results

Model
#Edge Segments
1-Raptor
3
2-Shark
8
3-Butterfly
3
4-Rabbit
6
5-Deer Head
3
6-Scorpion
3
7-Stork
2
8-Chair
17
9-Fertility
29
10-Elephant
23

#Connected Wires Duration (sec.)
1
0.031
2
0.061
1
0.033
2
0.032
1
0.048
1
0.033
1
0.033
6
0.038
10
0.050
7
0.085

Table 4. Statistics of the Wire Composition for the Results with
User-specified Edges

Model
#Triangles #Edge Segments Duration (sec)
11-Fertility
3,000
14
0.598
12-Elephant
3,000
16
0.555
Table 5. Statistics of the
Smoothing Wires for the
Automatically Generated Results

Model
Duration (sec)
1-Raptor
0.053
2-Shark
0.032
3-Butterfly
0.023
4-Rabbit
0.043
5-Deer Head
0.094
6-Scorpion
0.069
7-Stork
0.076
8-Chair
0.093
9-Fertility
0.057
10-Elephant
0.063
Table 6. Statistics of the Smooth Wires for the
Results with User-specified Edges

Model
11-Fertility
12-Elephant

Duration (sec)
0.104
0.072
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Fig. 21. (a) The three edge segments that were originally to be connected. (b) The result of disconnecting
edge segment 2 and edge segment 3.

Fig. 22. Shows some comparisons with Liu et al. [13]. For each pair comparison, top side is created by [13]
and bottom side is created by ours. In each example, different wires are drawn with different colors.

which edge segment 2 is connected with edge segment 1 and edge segment 3 by the same endpoint,
thus causing the edge to be discontinuous. So we break the connection of edge segment 2 and edge
segment 3, eventually forming two continuous wires. Figure 22 shows a comparison with Liu et al.
[13]. Our method can potentially generate a smaller number of wires than Liu’s method. In this
comparison, the results are similar, but we require a smaller number of wires; this indicates that
our results are more matched with artists’ desired goal, i.e., to achieve artist-style wire art with
a single wire if possible and, if not possible, to try to create it with the least number of wires as
possible. For more example comparisons, see our supplementary file.
To quantitatively evaluate our method with various input models, we evaluate it by using a
unity function in OpenCV called matchShape that takes in two images, i.e., outer contours of both
input mesh and its wire result, and finds the distance between them using Hu moments. If the
distance is small, the shapes are close in appearance, and if the distance is large, the shapes are
farther apart in appearance. Let D(A, B) be the distance between shapes A and B, and HiA and HiB
be the i t h log transformed Hu moments2 for shapes A and B. We compute the following distance
defined as follows:
D(A, B) =

6 

 1 − 1 .
 B H A 
i
i=0  H i

(13)

In our experiments, the distances in all examples approximately range from 0.001 to 0.01. Finally,
we show our results in Figures 23 to 31. For each figure, we show a single view of a wire result and
its D(A, B). For different views of each wire result, please see our supplementary file. Finally, about
2 https://www.learnopencv.com/shape-matching-using-hu-moments-c-python.
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Fig. 23. Result of model 1-Raptor. D (A, B) = 0.00304063.

Fig. 24. Result of model 2-Shark. D (A, B) = 0.00587722.

Fig. 25. Result of model 3-Butterfly. D (A, B) = 0.000857082.

Fig. 26. Result of model 4-Rabbit. D (A, B) = 0.00364158.

the perceptually consistent measure, the use of the Hu moments may be inadequate to provide
a perceptually consistent measure. To give a better perceptual measurement, we include an extra
user study in our supplementary file to evaluate user feelings about our method and created results.
Limitation and User-specified Edges. If the surface on the input model is too smooth, it may
cause the automatically generated wires to be irregular. In the extraction of edge segments, we sort
all the costs of the pairs and then merge sets from the pair with the smallest cost. If some regions
of the model are too smooth (i.e., see cylinder examples in our supplementary video), the costs of
the pairs will be very similar. So at the beginning of the combination, the sets of the smoothed
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Fig. 27. Result of model 5-Deer Head. D (A, B) = 0.000249258.

Fig. 28. Result of model 6-Scorpion. D (A, B) = 0.000614232.

Fig. 29. Result of model 7-Stork. D (A, B) = 0.00169231.

Fig. 30. (a) 9-Fertility and (b) our automatically generated result with D (A, B) = 0.00239587. (c) 11-Fertility
with user-specified edges and (d) its generated result with D (A, B) = 0.00197667.

regions are combined randomly. Once the important edges that should be extracted are removed,
the result cannot be changed, resulting in the extracted edge segments not presenting the shape of
the input model. Figure 30 is the result of extracting the edge segment using model 9-Fertility. If
the program automatically generates lines, the lines on the smooth area will be irregular and the
model features will not be presented. The result is shown in Figure 30(b). Similarly, the automatic
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Fig. 31. (a) 10-Elephant and (b) our automatically generated result with D (A, B) = 0.00365977. (c) 12Elephant with user-specified edges and (d) its generated results with D (A, B) = 0.00188513.

method may not create user-like results. To improve the result, we must add the user-specified
edges (see Figure 30(c)) so that these edges are not removed during the extraction of the edge
segments, as shown in Figure 30(d). Another example without/with requiring user-specified edges
is shown in Figure 31.
8 CONCLUSION
In this article, we practically propose a method for generating 3D virtual wire art from a threedimensional model. By removing the edges on the smooth region, we use the retained edges as
line segments that can abstract the shape of the input model. We then use an improved mTSP
method to connect the segments and minimize the number of merged lines. Finally, we smooth
the lines and use the information of the lines to construct 3D virtual wire art as the artist does. In
addition, our segmentation method may not satisfy the users’ desire. Therefore, we also allow the
users to interactively select some lines to yield their designed results. Currently, our computation
timing is limited by mesh segmentation cost. In the future, we may find a better idea and fast
way to automatically segment models. Finally, we also plan to design/generate multiple-view wire
art from two or three models to generate a virtual wire art that can see the contours of different
models from different perspectives by automatically finding out the best viewing contours.
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